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1) HOW TO plot more advanced graphs from the Exoplanet Catalogue 
using TOPCAT

We are going to use TOPCAT (Tool for OPerations on Catalogues And Tables) developed by Marc 
Taylor at Bristol University.

First click on “VO CONNECTION ON”  (fig 1)
This will launch TOPCAT and send the full catalogue using a Virtual Observatory protocol called 
SAMP.  For security reasons TOPCAT will require you to approve the connection, click on yes
You will then see in the web page the TOPCAT application icon (yellow cat) and in TOPCAT's table 
list window you will see the Exoplanet.eu catalogue data. If the connection is already opened, click on 
“send table” to send the data.

click on the grid icon “Display table cell data” to browse the catalogue, highlighted in red on fig 1. The 
result is shown on  fig 2.



fig 1 : catalog with TOPCAT

fig 2 : All the data have been transferred to TOPCAT you can visualize values using the grid view



a) Work on a subset of the catalog

We are going to select a subset to create a new sample and plot it.
select the lines you want to keep (uning click, Shift click, ctrl click) then click on the button “Define
 a new row subset”

                  fig 3 : subset creation in TOPCAT

In the subset menu enter a name and click on “Add and Set Current Subset” to use that selection

fig 4 : new subset window

From now, you will work on the selected subset to create all your plot or statistics

b) create a new column from the result of a mathematical operation and 
plot it

Click on the grid icon “Display table cell data” to browse the catalogue.



fig 5 : action on table
Right click on the table and choose “new synthetic column”
You can define a mathematical expression using  column name and predefine function from a large list

fig 6 : define new synthetic column

You can now create a plot using this new column see fig 7



fig 7 : plot of synthetic column

c) How to plot catalogue in the sky using  Aladin

As previously you will use VO Conection. 
First start Aladin, go to http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/, then start launch Aladin applet. 
Click on “VO CONNECTION” in the Exoplanet Catalogue, if it's already connected click on “Send 
table”, then the catalogue will be sent to Aladin.
Then in Aladin choose menu File → all sky → image → optical → DSS → DSS colored as shown in 
fig 8

http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/


fig 8 : catalogue in Aladin

Then you can plot the catalogue on the sky, this plot is interactive and connected with the Exoplanet 
Catalogue webpage : if you select a planet in Aladin, it will highlighted in catalogue and vice versa.
You can pan and zoom to change the region of the sky displayed. 

fig 9 : all sky mode  in Aladin
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